Steenbeck Tips

No Metal Reels- Use plastic 3 inch cores not 2 inch cores

The Steenbeck is split up in 3 zones (Picture, Sound 1 and Sound 2) thread the film and wind on the take up reels that correspond to these three zones

This is an example of how to thread the film. Thread with sprocket holes down and thread left to right. Note that: Blue rollers are where you thread the picture, and red ones are for sound.
These buttons below (Clutch Switches) turn on the sound and picture for the zone you are using.

If you see the dot track is ON if you don’t see the don’t track is OFF.
This is how to thread the film through the picture track. Remember left to right and sprocket holes down. Note that: Blue rollers are where you thread the picture, and red ones are for sound.

This is the player push forward to the 1 mark to shuttle the film forward. Move to 0 to stop it and to reverse, past 0 in the opposite direction.

Turn to 1 to turn on the main power. Then turn on Sound and Picture as noted below.
These sliders are the audio track volume